Central New Jersey BTC
Bronx County Kennel Club
March 27, 2016
Judge: Carl L. Pew, DVM
My second visit to this event, once for a BTCA Board meeting and today as a judge. An excellent
venue and an enjoyable evening of Irish pub food made the weekend special. Easter Sunday cut
down the entry a bit, but I found the quality high none-the-less.
COLORED (1-3-1-2 )
Winners Dog
Buettner’s HARLEQUIN’S MOUNTAINS STORM (Ch Action Cosmic Cowboy ex York St
George Harlequin Fantasy) Upstanding black brindle and white, at an awkward age, still needs
maturity.
Winners Bitch and Best of Winners
Prate-Piles’ FORMULA FOR A POWER FILLED GINGER (Emred Huntsman ex GCH Action
Headed for Power) Substantial red smut and white bitch, well-turned profile, good deep head,
adequate width to her head, correct bite, well-sprung deep chest, good topline, moved well behind.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Lindquist”s MADCAP JUMP AND JUSTIFY (Emred Devil”s Spy ex GCH Madcap Jump the
Broom) Elegant red smut and white, also carrying a smooth, well-turned profile, good fill and depth
with a correct bite, shapely outline with rising underline, balanced angulation.
Best of Variety
Nordstrom’s GCH NOTORIOUS NEVER SAY NEVER (CH Bouy’s Tri to Fly at Skyline ex
Skyline’s MissDefied by Dazlin) Well-known red smut and white heavyweight, excellent, smooth,
dramatically turned profile with very powerful foreface and muzzle depth, correct bite, mature
body development with lots of width and depth, moves with powerful long strides and especially
wide and parallel going away.
Best of Opposite Sex
Martin and Martin’s CH SOQUEL MILENIUM ZIVA BULPIN BODINA (GCH Rhydaman
Frosty ex GCH Soquel Milenium Black Fern) Shapely brindle and white, strong well-filled-up head
with an excellent smooth profile and correct bite, remains elegant with very good substance, short
coupled body with balanced angulation, correct topline both standing and moving, well let down
hocks give her lots of drive on the move.
Select Bitch
SottIle’s CH ACTION SOUL POWER OF ALARIC (Emred Huntsman ex GCH Action Headed
for Power)
WHITE (0-5-0-4)
Winners Bitch
Racey’s JOCKO’S MICONIA QUEEN JONLYN (Gorbain Hellboy ex Jocko’s Ice Eyes)
Heavyweight all-white bitch, especially strong, wide head, filled fully, deep wide muzzle with
correct bite, substantial in every way, although she was a bit tired out after 3 days of showing, she
move out well with balanced reach and drive.

Reserve Winners Bitch
Wylie’s CREEKSIDE NO DOUBT (GCH Winsor and Legacy Red Hot Habanero ex Emred Devil
Wears Black) Upstanding, more elegant white with red markings, square in outline she is balanced
and sound, gentle smooth profile, adequate fill and depth , correct bite.
Best of Variety
Griffin’s CH MADCAP KISS THE BRIDE RA TD NAP (CH Bouy’s Tri to Fly at Skyline ex
GCH Madcap When in Rome NAP NJP) Statuesque all-white bitch with a dramatic profile, good
fill and length, mouth fault, square outline with good body lines, correct topline, moves cleanly
with balanced reach and drive and parallel tracking.
Select Bitch
Murphy’s GCH BUR OAK’S PEBBLES OF WINSOR (GCH Winsor and Legacy Red Hot
Habanero ex CH Winsor's Vesta at Genesis)

